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Executive Summary 
 

Background 
 

It is known that a credit card number recycling program was recently started by Inter0ptic. A 

payment processor company called MacDaddy has deployed Snort NIDS to detect anomalous 

inbound and outbound events. An alert was logged at 08:01:45 on 5/18/11 regarding inbound 

executable code sent to port 80 for inside host 192.168.1.169 from external host 172.16.16.218.  

 

Request 
 

The examiner was requested to determine whether the alert is true or false by examining the 

alert’s data for context, compare the alert to the rule, retrieve the packet that triggered the alert, 

and compare the rule to the retrieved packet. Any malicious activities linked to the event should 

be investigated via timeline construction.  

 

Findings 
 

The alert was a true positive, as the packet flagged contained a repeated sequence of 0x90 

characters, which is a custom rule in the configuration files created by local staff. The packet that 

triggered the alert contained a JPEG image was extracted for further analysis. A rough timeline 

of the events is as follows: 

07:45:09 - Relevant NIDS alerts begin. These include alerts related to 192.168.1.169 

08:01:45 - Reported NIDS alert occurs. It is the only alert related to 172.16.16.218.  

08:04:28-08:04:38 - 192.168.1.169 sends packets to other internal hosts, triggering alerts. 

08:15:08 - Relevant NIDS alerts (related to 192.168.1.169 end.  

 

Evidence 
 

Table 1 outlines the evidence items of this case. 

 

Description Designation Filename MD5 Hash 

Evidence 

Provided 

Preservation 

Copy 

Ch7-NIDS.zip 404DD2657EBC7077D44A86EC6877CF41 

Evidence 

Created 

Working 

Copy 

Ch7-NIDSXX 404DD2657EBC7077D44A86EC6877CF41 

Evidence 

Examined 

Working 

Copy 

Ch7-NIDSXX 404DD2657EBC7077D44A86EC6877CF41 

Table 1: Case Evidence Items 
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Analysis 
 

Examiner entered command “grep -A 4 ‘x86 N00P’ alert” in a terminal in the 

Desktop/Week4a/Working/CH7-NIDS directory. The result matched the information that security 

staff initially provided, but also confirmed just one instance of this alert occurred. The alert 

indicates that a remote server 172.16.16.218:80 sent traffic to local system 192.168.1.169:2493 

and the NIDS flagged it because the traffic contained executable code.  

 

Figure 1: Snort alert 

Examiner entered command “tcpdump -nnvr tcpdump.log ‘ip[4:2]=53309’” to view the packet in 

question. Both the TCP sequence number (455882007 or 0x1B2C3517) and acknowledgment 

number (2677933670 or 0x9F9E0666) seen in figure 2 match the alert, confirming this to be the 

correct packet.  

 

Figure 2: Packet 53309 

Examiner entered command “tcpdump -nnAr tcpdump.log ‘ip[4:2]=53309’” in terminal. The 

results, shown in figure 3, reveal the packet contains a 635-byte JPEG image (highlighted in red). 

The HTTP headers (highlighted in green) show the web page was provided through a web proxy 

where it was not already in the cache. The ETag of the packet’s content (blue) is “1238-27b-

4a38236f5d880”.  
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Figure 3: Packet 53309 contents 

Examiner entered command “grep -r sid:10000648 rules” in terminal to view the snort rule 

flagged in the alert (found in figure 1). The rule, seen in figure 4 below, is in the local.rules file 

and has an SID greater than 1,000,000; it is a custom rule created by local staff. It is designed to 

flag any inbound content with 14 bytes of 0x90 or more - a common feature of a buffer overflow 

attack. 

 

Figure 4: Snort rule 10000648 

Examiner entered command “tcpdump -nnXr tcpdump.log ‘ip[4:2] = 53309’ in terminal to view 

the packet in hexadecimal and ASCII. Figure 5 shows a truncated selection, where consecutive 

0x90 characters can be found.  
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Figure 5: 0x90 occurrence in packet 

Examiner opened Wireshark and applied display filter “ip.id==53309”, then exported the jpeg 

image from the packet as a file called evidenceXX(.bin). Its MD5 hash value is 

13C303F746A0E8826B749FCE56A5C126. 

Examiner entered command “grep -B 2 ‘192\.168\.1\.169’ alert | grep ‘\[\*\*\]’ | sort -nr | uniq -

c”, which displayed alerts relating to the target IP address 192.168.1.169, as shown in figure 6. 

108 instances of web bugs were identified.  

 

Figure 6: Alerts related to 192.168.1.169 

Examiner entered command “grep -A 5 1:2925:3 alert | grep ‘192.168.1.169’ | head -1” and 

“grep -A 5 1:2925:3 alert | grep ‘192.168.1.169’ | tail -1”. The results in figure 7 show that the 

web bug alerts took place over a half hour of web browsing.  

 

Figure 7: Timespan of web bug alerts 

Examiner entered command “grep -A 1:2925:3 alert | grep ‘192\.168\.1\.169’ | awk ‘{print $2}’ | 

sort | uniq -c | sort -nr”. The results, truncated in figure 8, reveal the web bugs came from 42 

different sources.  
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Figure 8: Sources of web bugs 

To view more information regarding the second alert (Tcp Window Scale Option…), examiner 

entered command “grep -A 6 116:59:1 alert | grep -A 4 -B 2 ‘192.168.1.169’”. A selection of the 

alert occurrences can be seen in figure 9. The values (such as identical sequence and 

acknowledgment numbers) don’t make sense, which could be evidence of a reconnaissance tool 

in action. The packets were sent to four hosts: 192.168.1.170, 192.168.1.30, 192.168.1.10, and 

192.168.1.2.  
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Figure 9: Occurrences of TCP Window Scale Option alert 

Conclusion 
 

The examiner was requested to determine whether the alert is true or false by examining the 

alert’s data for context, compare the alert to the rule, retrieve the packet that triggered the alert, 

and compare the rule to the retrieved packet. The alert was a true positive, as the packet flagged 

contained a repeated sequence of 0x90 characters, which is a custom rule in the configuration 

files created by local staff. The packet that triggered the alert contained a JPEG image was 

extracted for further analysis. The events were put into a timeline: 

07:45:09 - Relevant NIDS alerts begin. These include alerts related to 192.168.1.169 

08:01:45 - Reported NIDS alert occurs. It is the only alert related to 172.16.16.218.  

08:04:28-08:04:38 - 192.168.1.169 sends packets to other internal hosts, triggering alerts. 

08:15:08 - Relevant NIDS alerts (related to 192.168.1.169 end.  

The timeline suggests that a “drive-by” exploit occurred, which initiated a pattern of 

reconnaissance by the infected system. Further investigation is necessary to determine whether 

the timing of the scan is purely coincidental.  
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Appendix 
 

Appendix A: Examiner Workstation Specifications 
 

• Computer Name: Desktop-1 

• Operating System (OS) Name: Windows 10 

• OS Version: 1903 

• System Make/Model: Hewlett-Packard Compaq Elite 8300 CMT 

• System Serial Number: 09ED71D0-F69F-4FA0-B914-F98FE3D83A93 

• Processor: Intel Core i5-3470 CPU @ 3.20GHz  

• Installed RAM: 16 GB 

• Time Zone of Examiner Machine: Mountain Daylight Time 

• System date/time is consistent with the time zone listed above, as verified by: 

http://nist.time.gov/. 
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Appendix B: Virtual Machine (VM) Specifications 

 

• Virtual Machine Name: CYB457-12 

• Operating System Name: Ubuntu 

• System Make/Model: VMware, Inc. VMware Virtual Platform 

• Virtual Machine Serial Number: VMware-42 1b 8a 7d d6 56 cd 16-8c 9a 80 0e 79 fb c8 

f9 

• VM’s Time Zone: Eastern Daylight Time 

• System date and time are consistent with the time zone listed above, as verified by: 

http://nist.time.gov/. 
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Appendix C: Tools 
 

• Wireshark v3.0.6 

• Tcpdump v4.9.3 
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Appendix D: Evidence Copies 
 

On 4/12/2020, the location of the week 4 lab files was made known to the examiner. The 

examiner created a new Week4b folder on the Desktop, then retrieved archive file Ch7-NIDS.zip 

via Mozilla Firefox from the CYB457 course shell to the Week4b folder.  

Examiner used the online utility located at onlinemd5.com to obtain the md5 hash value of the 

downloaded archive file. No checksum for comparison was provided, so the examiner was 

unable to determine the purity of the preservation copy.  

A new folder in Week4b was created called Working. Examiner created a working copy of the 

Ch7-NIDS.zip archive file in the Working folder called Ch7-NIDSXX. Onlinemd5.com was used 

to determine the hash value of the evidence created, which matched the preservation copy, 

confirming the integrity of the working copy.  

Examiner unzipped the working copy archive, revealing file folder Ch7-NIDS. 
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Appendix E: Evidence Verification 
 

Table 2 outlines the hashes obtained throughout the evidence verification process. 

Onlinemd5.com was used to calculate MD5 hashes. 

 
Designation Filename MD5 Hash Description 

PRE-ANALYSIS 
Preservation Copy Ch7-NIDS.zip 404DD2657EBC7077D44A86EC6877CF41 Archive file 

downloaded 

from Engage 

Working Copy Ch7-NIDSXX 404DD2657EBC7077D44A86EC6877CF41 Working Copy 

created from 

preservation 

copy. This copy 

was analyzed. 

POST-ANALYSIS 

Preservation Copy Ch7-NIDS.zip 404DD2657EBC7077D44A86EC6877CF41 Archive file 

downloaded 

from Engage 

Working Copy Ch7-NIDSXX 404DD2657EBC7077D44A86EC6877CF41 Working Copy 

created from 

preservation 

copy. This copy 

was analyzed. 
Table 2: Evidence Verification Table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


